Studies of strong field ionization have historically relied on the strong field approximation, which neglects all spatial dependence in the forces experienced by the electron after ionization. More recently, the small spatial inhomogeneity introduced by the long-range Coulomb potential has been linked to a number of important features in the photoelectron spectrum, such as Coulomb asymmetry, Coulomb focusing, and the low energy structure (LES). Here, we demonstrate by combined quantum and classical simulations that a small time-varying spatial dependence in the laser electric field creates a prominent higher energy peak at energies above the "classical cut-off" for direct electrons. This higher energy structure (HES) originates from direct electrons ionized near the peak of a single half-cycle of the laser pulse. The HES is separated from all other ionization events (providing sub-cycle resolution) and is highly sensitive to the carrier envelope phase (CEP). The large accumulation of electrons with tuneable energy suggests a promising method for creating a localized source of electron pulses of attosecond duration using tabletop laser technology.
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When the photon energy of light is many times smaller than the ionization potential of an atom, the ionization occurs either via a tunnel or via a multi-photon ionization process [1] [2] [3] [4] . These two regimes are well distinguished by the Keldysh parameter γ = I p /2U p , where I p is the ionization potential and U p is the ponderomotive energy of an electron in a laser field [5] . For γ ≤ 1, the ionization process is dominated by tunneling, whereby the electric field of the laser bends the binding potential of the atom, forming a barrier through which the electron tunnels out and is subsequently accelerated by the strong laser field [6] . Tunnel ionization underlies the creation of attosecond pulses via the process of high harmonic generation (HHG) [6] [7] [8] [9] , as well as a variety of other important applications, including photoelectron holography [10, 11] , tomographic imaging of molecular orbitals [12] and electron diffraction [13] [14] [15] .
Wavelengths used in tunnel ionization experiments are typically in the infrared range (usually around 800 nm), and have more recently been extended into the mid-IR regime [16] [17] [18] [19] . Under these conditions, the laser field is well-described by the dipole approximation, resulting in spatially homogeneous time-varying electric fields. The strong field approximation (SFA) [5, 20, 21] , which in its standard form neglects the remaining Coulomb force on the ionized electron, has been the dominant tool for investigating electron dynamics under these circumstances. However, the small spatial dependence introduced by the 1/r Coulomb potential has led to a number of interesting phenomena, such as Coulomb asymmetry [22, 23] and Coulomb focusing [23, 24] . Of particular interest is the discovery of the low energy structure (LES) using mid-IR pulses [16] . This surprising finding stimulated a great amount of experimental [18, [25] [26] [27] [28] and theoretical work [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , and highlighted the dramatic impact that even a small spatial inhomogeneity in force can have on electron dynamics after strong field ionization.
At the same time, there has been significant interest in strong field ionization phenomena in the vicinity of nanostructures [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . A key characteristic of nanostructures is evanescent near-fields, which can show fieldenhancement resulting in a time-dependent spatial inhomogeneity in the presence of a laser pulse. Prior theoretical work also investigated HHG from atoms in inhomogeneous electric fields [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . It is well-known that HHG yield is much lower than electron yield, since only a tiny fraction of ionized electrons recombine to emit high harmonics. Hence, while the nanoscopic volume may prohibit an efficient high harmonic conversion [43] , efficient generation of electrons from gas targets in the vicinity of a nanostructure appears quite feasible.
In this Letter, we investigate the impact on an electron wavepacket of a time-dependent spatial inhomogeneity, such as the one created when a laser pulse interacts with a nanostructure. Our approach combines the solution of a three-dimensional time-dependent Schrödinger equa-tion (3D-TDSE) with classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) simulations. We find that even a small inhomogeneity can have a dramatic impact, resulting in a prominent higher energy peak, with energy above the classical cut-off of 2U p for direct electrons in homogeneous laser fields. As CTMC simulations indicate, the electrons comprising this HES are all direct electrons, rather than scattered electrons normally associated with higher energies [6, 16, [54] [55] [56] .
A small time-dependent spatial inhomogeneity is introduced along the direction of polarization of the laser. Such inhomogeneity can occur in the vicinity of a nanostructure, where it is created by the localized field enhancement [44] [45] [46] . The electric field is then given by:
where E 0 is the electric field amplitude in atomic units (E 0 = I/I 0 with I 0 = 3.5 × 10 16 W/cm 2 ), ω = 0.057 a.u. (corresponding to a wavelength of λ = 800 nm),ẑ is the direction of polarization, and ϕ is the carrier-envelope phase (CEP). The sine-squared envelope is given by:
, where N is a number of cycles in a pulse. The parameter β defines the 'strength' of the inhomogeneity and has units of inverse length [44, 47] .
To calculate the energy-resolved photoelectron spectra, P (E), we solve the 3D-TDSE in the length gauge for hydrogen and helium atoms:
(2) where V (r) is the atomic potential, given by −1/r for hydrogen (the analytic expression for helium is given in [57] ), and V l (r, t) = − r dr ′ · E(r ′ , t) represents interaction with the laser field. The time-dependent electronic wave function, Ψ(r, t), can be expanded in spherical harmonics:
where L is the number of partial waves, which depends on laser parameters. Here, we use values up to L ≈ 300, to avoid spurious effects in the photoelectron spectrum due to relatively high laser intensity. Since the laser field is linearly polarized, only m = 0 magnetic quantum numbers are considered. We assume that before switching on the laser, the target atoms hydrogen and helium are in their 1s and 2s ground states, respectively. Inserting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) and using cos θY
, where c l = (l + 1) 2 /(2l + 1)(2l + 3), we arrive at the following coupled differential equations for the radial part ) , and N = 5. Two arrows show a prominent HES appearing for non-homogeneous fields at CEP = π. part of the wavefunction:
Equation (4) is solved using the Crank-Nicolson algorithm. To calculate the energy-resolved photoelectron spectra P (E) and the two-dimensional electron distributions H(p, θ), we use the window function approach developed by Schafer and colleagues [58] [59] [60] . Figure 1 shows the ATI spectra for hydrogen and helium atoms calculated using 3D-TDSE. As expected, the electron yield from helium is significantly lower than from hydrogen due to a higher ionization potential. For both atoms, when CEP = π, the yield is significantly enhanced by the presence of the spatial inhomogeneity.
Importantly, a prominent HES appears above 60 eV for CEP = π, but not for CEP = 0, indicating a break in the field inversion symmetry. Note that the electrons comprising the HES are relatively high in energy, beyond the classical cutoff of 2U p observed for direct electrons [16] . To understand the physical origin of HES, we use CTMC simulations to investigate electron trajectories after ionization of helium. Here, single trajectories are launched at a starting phase ϕ 0 = ω · t 0 , with velocity v ⊥ perpendicular to the laser polarization direction. The probability distribution at the tunnel exit is given by the Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK) formula [63, 64] , typically used to model strong field ionization [65] [66] [67] [68] :
where the laser field E(t 0 ) is given by Eq. (1) with z = 0, corresponding to an atom centered at the origin. I p denotes the Stark shifted ionization potential [69]
with α N and α I representing the polarizability of the atom and ion, respectively. The tunnel exit radius is obtained using parabolic coordinates [69] [70] [71] [72] . The dynamics of each electronic trajectory after ionization is solved numerically by integrating the Newton's equations following the method in [70] , which takes into account the laser field, the Coulomb potential and the induced dipole (the latter is negligible in helium). tron yield as a function of energy obtained with CTMC simulations. As can be seen, the prominent higher energy peak (starting around 60 eV) observed in 3D-TDSE (red curve) is well-reproduced. The oscillations in the TDSE curve observed at lower electron energies are due to inter-cycle interference, which is not captured by classical trajectory simulations. Also, the high energetic tail close to the cut-off is missing in the CTMC results, since this feature is due to rescattering events which were not included in our classical calculations [73, 74] . The higher energy peak is more pronounced in CTMC compared to TDSE simulations. This is likely because, as we show below, this peak originates from electrons ionized near the maximum of the laser field. The ADK distribution used in CTMC simulations is known to over-estimate the relative probability of ionization near the laser field maxima [75] , hence making the peak more pronounced than what is observed in TDSE simulations (see Fig. 2 ).
FIG. 3. Kinetic energy of electrons as a function of ioniza-
tion phase from a CTMC calculation for helium at CEP=π for homogeneous (β = 0) and non-homogeneous (β = 0.005) electric fields. The corresponding laser field is plotted in grey. All laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 2 . Figure 3 establishes the physical origin of the HES by comparing the final electron kinetic energy as a function of ionization phase for homogeneous and inhomogeneous fields. By far, the most dramatic influence of the spatial inhomogeneity occurs in the central cycle, corresponding to the maximum probability of ionization along the direction of increasing field. As Fig. 3 shows, field inhomogeneity causes electrons ionized near the laser field maximum to get accelerated to over 60 eV, whereas these same electrons have much smaller energies in homogeneous fields. In fact, the electrons ionized near the peak by homogeneous fields are known to have low final energies (see also Fig. 3) , thereby contributing to Rydberg states [66] and the zero energy structure [19, 27] . A closer look at the figure reveals that the large accumulation of trajectories in the range of 60 to 65 eV stems primarily from electrons ionized just after the peak of the laser field, whereas the higher energy electrons (above 70 eV) come from ionization before the laser field maximum.
Since all electrons in the HES come from a single halfcycle, they are distinctly separated in energy from all other ionization events, suggesting that inter-cycle interference should only be observed at lower electron energies. This is in fact supported by TDSE simulations (see Fig. 2, red curve) , which show significant oscillations (indicative of inter-cycle interference) only before the higher energy peak.
Based on the above analysis, the appearance of a HES should coincide with a depletion of low energy electrons, which get accelerated by the field inhomogeneity. This depletion can be clearly observed in 3D-TDSE simulations showing electron momenta distributions for hydrogen, Fig. 4(a) -(c), and helium, Fig. 4(d)-(f) , for ho-mogeneous and non-homogeneous electric fields. The pronounced asymmetric structure in Fig. 4(f) corresponds to the higher energy asymmetric curve shown in blue in the middle of Fig. 3 . In agreement with our CTMC simulations, the high energy electrons comprising the asymmetric structure in Fig. 4(f) as a function of experimental parameters, we performed CTMC simulations for four different CEP phases, corresponding to CEP = (0, π/2, π, 3π/2), at a fixed laser intensity of 4.5 · 10 14 W/cm 2 . We also varied the field intensity in the range of 3 − 6 · 10 14 W/cm 2 , corresponding to E 0 = 0.025 − 0.1308 a.u. We find that the higher energy structure occurs at all values of CEP, except for CEP = 0. In all cases, the electrons forming the higher energy peak come from within a single laser half-cycle, which ionizes in the direction of increasing field. Moreover, for CEP=π/2, the higher energy peak becomes sharper and more confined, while the opposite is true for CEP=3π/2. This suggests the HES can be a good complement to the current method of CEP characterization, which relies on rescattered electrons [76, 77] .
Increasing the laser intensity broadens the peak and shifts it to higher energies. For all intensities, the electrons comprising the peak had energies above the classical cut-off of 2U p for direct electrons in spatially homogeneous laser fields.
In conclusion, using laser fields with a weak spatial inhomogeneity, we find a substantial enhancement of a few orders of magnitude in the efficiency of the photoelectron spectrum. This enhancement corresponds to a formation of a prominent higher energy structure above the classical cut-off for direct electrons, and a concomitant suppression of low energy electrons. The electrons comprising the HES come from ionization within a single half-cycle of the electric field. Note that this is in sharp contrast to the typical situation in strong field ionization of atomic gas, where neighboring cycles of comparable amplitude make similar contributions to the total electron spectrum [78] . Hence, the field inhomogeneity leads to a sub-cycle resolved HES, without the need to use half-cycle light transients [79] . Finally, the fact that the prominent higher energy peak comes from a narrow time window, well within a single half-cycle of the laser pulse, may be used to create localized sources of monoenergetic electron beams of sub-femtosecond duration. Such sources would take the techniques of classical electron diffraction into the attosecond domain, enabling the investigation of dynamic changes of electron distribution in complex systems, such as nanostructures and biological molecules [80, 81] . 
